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The moon must see a lot of fun - ny things from in the sky, 
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Vamp till voice · 
Of course the moon gets lonesome when he's up thereall a- lone, He 
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bet it makes him lone- some when be 
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looks and sees us spoon; 
what is ho to do? 
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bet that that's the time he hates to 
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when we kiss 1'11 bet it makes him 
bet he'd like to tell us not to 
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pose he does get jeal - ous~ all those 
Mis - ter Moon can't say a word while 
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be up in the moon. 
watch-es me and you. 
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and real mad; 













se- crets be can't tell, 
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''G " say: o on and tell. 
years that h.ave gone by. 
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\\'C would spoon? ___ (.\ Well, just don't care rf he 
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does or not I (Kiss) (Kiss) Go on and tell, old Mis - ter Moon._ 
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